
architectural guidelines & construction standards

GENERAL GUIDELINES 
It is intended that a basic harmony of architecture will prevail among 
the buildings so that no building will detract from the attractiveness of 
the overall environment. The architectural character of each proposed 
building or structure will be compatible with the character of other 
buildings in the overall theme of Bay Creek. See the Architectural 
Patterns section of this book for the architectural home styles 
recommended within Bay Creek.

Within the scope of the approved design styles, each residence will be 
well designed with respect to the following criteria:

A. Appropriateness of form, color, and materials to design style

B. Relationship of window to wall and wall to total form (well-designed 
massing)

C. Appropriateness of detailing to form, style, and massing

The ARC reviews all proposed building submissions to ensure 
compliance with the above guidance.

Architects
Each dwelling and any attached or accessory buildings will be designed 
by a qualified design professional or architect approved by the ARC.

Foundations
Although not a requirement, the ARC recommends that the foundation 
system of each structure shall be designed to meet all state and local 
building codes and be approved by the local building inspection 
department. In areas where the bearing capacity of the soil is 
questionable, the foundation system should be designed by a licensed 
professional engineer. The foundation design should be based upon soil 
reports and test results prepared by a soils engineering firm. 

RAISED PORCH WITH BRICK 
COLUMNS/WOOD LOUVERS

PAINTED BRICK FOUNDATION STUCCO COLUMNS

RAISED PORCH W/ STUCCO
COLUMNS

RAISED PORCH WITH BRICK 
COLUMNS
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architectural guidelines & construction standards

Floor Elevations
All homes are to be built on a crawl space or an elevated slab. All 
elevated slab foundation walls shall be finished in brick or stucco 
and may have appropriate detailing of wooden, recessed louvers. 
Finished floor elevations shall be constructed a minimum of 30” for 
both elevated slab and crawl space above finished grade at foundation. 
Garage floor elevations may be a minimum 4” above adjacent grade 
and 4” minimum below house’s finished floor. Drive under foundations 
are acceptable. 

Crawl space or porch piers shall be constructed of brick or stucco over 
concrete block.  The crawl space area, between the finish grade and 
foundation shall be filled with recessed wood louvers, brick, or stucco, 
but never continuous stucco or brick and not obscure the piers. Homes 
with drive under parking and garages are acceptable.

Stone Foundations
Stone is not approved unless a foundation to a brick home shall be 
constructed to simulate ballast stone as utilized in historic dwellings. 
The ARC must approve all stone.

Siding Products 
Siding shall appear as a natural brick material and shall be wood, cedar 
shakes, smooth and grained cementitious lap board, or shingles. In no 
case shall vinyl or aluminum be acceptable.

Brick
Brick shall cover full walls and major portions of the house. Appendages 
(garages or wings) may be of different materials. In no case will brick 
be applied to the front of the house only. Painted brickwork may also 
be used as accent material. 

Stucco
The preferred application for stucco is true stucco, applied to masonry 
by wire lath. Stucco finishes may not be used as the primary wall 
finish system but as an accent finish.

OPERABLE SHUTTERS BOARD & BATTEN

BRICK

HORIZONTAL LAPSIDING RAISED BRICK PORCH

ARCHES
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architectural guidelines & construction standards

Exterior Trim & Boxing Material
All exterior trim materials shall be of wood, cementitious composite, 
high-density polymer, or exterior grade plywood. Materials shall be 
painted or stained. In no case shall the trim or boxing materials be vinyl 
or aluminum.

Windows
Windows must achieve a quality level commensurate with the construction 
in the community. All submittal s must contain specifications and brand 
name of the windows to be used. Windows shall be made of wood 
with painted finish, painted metal aluminum, or vinyl cladding. Paint 
colors shall follow the approved Exterior Historic Colors by Sherwin 
Williams (see page 36, section 5) as part of the Formal Final Design 
Review Submittal Package. Windows shall be either true divided lights 
or simulated divided lights, provided that simulated dividers appear as 
true divided lights and are welded directly to both the inside and outside 
of the glass. In no case will snap-in muntins or muntins between the 
panes be allowed.  Although energy efficiency and solar reflective glass 
coatings are encouraged, window glass shall appear transparent with no 
dark tints or mirror effect.

Shutters
All shutters shall be made of wood. In no case shall the shutters be 
made of hollow fiberglass or plastic. Shutters shall be correctly sized 
to the outside height and width of the window frame. The correct sizes, 
style, materials, and all hardware shall be included in the Formal Final 
Design Submittal Package. It is recommended that shutters are operable; 
however, non-operable (fixed) shutters are allowed. Operable shutters 
shall be provided with hinges and shutter tiebacks. Non-operable fixed 
shutters shall be provided with faux hinges and tiebacks.

FIXED SHUTTERS W/ FAUX  HARDWARE

SHUTTER HARDWARE 

NEW YORK STYLE
SHUTTER HINGE

S-SHAPED SHUTTER 
TIE-BACK

NEW YORK PLATE

WOOD PLANK OPERABLE SHUTTERS

OPERABLE SHUTTERS

PROPELLER SHUTTER 
TIE-BACK
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Guttering
Guttering is not required at Bay Creek. However, if a homeowner 
chooses to install guttering, it must conform to the following: The system 
may be composed of gutters along all low roof edges with downspouts 
connected to an outfall at least 5’-0” away from the foundation wall with 
a below-ground piping and dry well system, or a series of lateral, sloped 
outfall gutters in matching material that conduct the water at least 7’-0” 
from the foundation wall and shall coordinate with the required grading 
and drainage plans. Applied guttering systems must be of one material 
throughout and complete, including guttering, leaders, and downspouts. 
Copper guttering is encouraged; wood, painted aluminum, or galvanized 
steel are allowed. Vinyl gutters are prohibited. Several guttering shapes 
are allowed: half-round, ogee box, wood vee, or wood ogee with metal 
lining. Downspout shapes shall be round or soft square fluted. Splash 
blocks or ground gutters must be used with applied systems, and must 
be mud-set brick, mud-set stone, or exposed aggregate concrete. Each 
must be sloped away from the foundation wall and a minimum of 5’-0” 
in length. Plastic splash blocks are prohibited.

Roofs
All proportions of roofs shall be consistent with the proposed 
architectural style per the Architectural Pattern sections of this book. 
Flat roof areas will be permitted on a limited basis as approved by the 
ARC and shall be formed to slope to a minimum of 1/4” per 12” or 
to applicable state building code. The main roof of the dwelling will 
have a pitch appropriate to the house style unless a variance is granted 
in writing by the ARC. Roofs shall be architectural shingles with 
a minimum 30 year rating, 5V galvalume, standing seam galvalume, 
natural or simulated slate. Heating/air conditioning, extraction fans, 
and plumbing vents shall not penetrate the roof on the roadside of the 
building. In all cases, vents and pipes will be painted the same color as 
the roof and or wall. To reduce the number of vent piercings in the roof, 
all vents (as allowed by code) shall be tied together below the roof pitch 
line and formed into a single vents that will continue to penetrate the 
roof. Roof vents will not be permitted on exposed street or golf view 
elevations. Powered roof venting mounted on the outside of the roof is 
not permitted. Attic ventilation shall be provided by the use of gable 
vents or with ridge and soffit vents per state building code.

Exterior Decks & Railings 
All exterior deck boards shall be concrete or brick which must be 
painted or stained, or simulated wood composite. Support columns 
shall be a minimum of 6” x 6” treated wood material. 16” x 16” brick 
or stucco columns are recommended. All decks shall be underpinned 
with either horizontal, wood slats, wood or brick lattice, or a solid 
brick foundation. Railings shall be sized and detailed on drawings 
and securely supported with a minimum of 4” x 4” posts. Railings 
and balusters shall meet code for height and spacing and shall be in 
character with the architectural style of the building. Railings can be 
in wood, aluminum, or simulated wood composite.

METAL ROOF

SQUARE BALUSTER TURNED BALUSTER RAILING
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Porch Skirt
The porch skirt can be in wood, simulated wood composite, or aluminum 
or treated wood slats. Slats are to be a minimum of 1½ “ wide by 1” thick, 
and spaced no wider than 2” apart, and supported by 2” x 4” framework. 
The porch skirt shall be painted or stained, and in no instance shall 
treated, unpainted materials be used allowing knotholes to be visible.

Equipment Screening
All mechanical, electrical, and electronic equipment including 
transformers, propane tanks, air conditioning condensers, generators, 
and compressors will be properly screened with landscape to blend 
with the site and block such equipment from the public view. All such 
equipment will be located behind the front building line of the primary 
structure. Roof-mounted equipment will be housed in a manner that 
will prevent visibility from the ground or from upper floors of other 
structures. No window, wall, or roof-mounted HVAC units, power or 
turbine ventilation units are permitted.

Patio Screening & Lighting 
No screening of a patio area may stand beyond a line extended and 
aligned with the side walls of the residence unless approved in writing 
by the ARC. No lighting of a patio or other recreation area will be 
installed without the written approval of the ARC and, if allowed, 
will be designed for recreation character so as to buffer surrounding 
residences from all lighting. All lighting shall be compliant with the 
International Dark Sky Association (IDA) or a certified fixture/approved 
fitting database and the seal of approval program (www.darksky.org). 
The exact fixture locations and specifications, including lamping, shall 
be included in the Formal Final Design Submittal Package.

Garbage Receptacles
Garbage receptacle must be screened with approved fencing or 
landscaping and be completely out of sight, within setbacks, or placed 
within the garage.

Solar Panels
The application and the principles of solar design and sustainability 
within Bay Creek is supported. However, it should be carefully 
considered in the planning and construction of all residences in the 
community.

Solar collectors must be aesthetically integrated into the roof design 
and hidden from view whenever possible. Solar collector tiles or 
panels should be carefully designed to relate to the architectural mass 
in association with the Pattern Book and the preferred architectural 
building styles on which they are to be placed.

When the solar collectors are placed on the roof, they should be 
located at the same roof pitch and detailed to be as unobtrusive as 
possible. Although the ARC supports a sustainable design approach, 
it will discourage or reject any proposals for collectors of any size, 
shape, or color that are insensitively located and designed. This will 
include any electrical and mechanical equipment required that is 
equally insensitively located. Full product and  material specifications 
shall be provided for approval by the ARC.

Antennas & Satellite Dishes 
The ARC will restrict use, size, quantity, and placement of all 
antennas, satellite dishes, radio receivers or similar devices. In all 
cases, no satellite dish shall be greater than 18” in diameter unless 
approved by the ARC. The location of these devices shall be included 
in the Formal Final Design Submittal Package, including dimensioned 
plan views and elevations and material specifications. All antennas of 
any type must be of the concealed type installed inside attic space or 
other enclosed space unless otherwise approved by the ARC.
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Garages
A garage shall be an attached or detached structure with operable doors 
designed primarily to accommodate a motorized vehicle. A garage, 
when more than 45° off the bearing of the street, shall not be considered 
as a front entry garage. Side- or rear-loading garages are recommended. 
Detached garages are recommended for TND lots within Bayside 
Village; however, attached garages may be approved by the ARC on a 
case-by-case basis.

Any attached, detached, or connecting buildings on a lot must be 
subservient in style, material, and color with the main house design.

Carports (covered outdoor areas to park vehicles) are allowed as an 
integral part of the detached garage or carriage house structure. Porte-
cocheres (covered area at home entries) are allowed, but do not qualify 
as a garage. At no time is the garage area or guest house to be used as a 
permanent living space unless it has received ARC approval and a Town 
permit to do so.

Garages must have fully finished interior walls.

Boats (not in boat slips), trailers, and other tow-able recreation vehicles 
must be stored in an enclosed garage and not visible to an exposed view.

GARAGE & GUEST SUITE ABOVE

DOUBLE CAR GARAGE

SIDE ENTRANCE GARAGE

GARAGE & ATTACHED CARPORT

GARAGE & GUEST SUITE ABOVE

DETACHED GARAGE
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Building Heights
Height restrictions other than those dictated by applicable state and 
local building codes and regulations will vary across Bay Creek land 
parcels. Building heights shall follow the architectural pattern book in 
regards to building design, but shall follow the height restrictions and 
allowable stories for homes across the community. Building height is 
calculated at the lowest finished grade elevation from the foundation to 
the highest peak of the roof. See allowable heights within the lot typical 
exhibit for each community.

Windows & Doors
Proportion, position, materials, color, and trim of windows vary 
between each style. The position, proportion, and detailing of doors 
follow specific designs associated with specific patterns. Windows and 
doors shall be aligned with other adjacent windows and doors where possible 
and per the architectural style requires. Windows and doors shall center on all 
columns. 

Trim
Eaves, brackets, soffits, pilasters, rake boards, and other trim follow 
patterns for each style. Pork chops will not be permitted by the ARC.

Porches
The proportion of porches, their relationship with the balance of the 
home, roof pitch, and structure will vary from one style to another.

Columns, Railings, & Other Details
These shall be consistent with the architectural styles contained on 
pages 37-39.

Garages, Carports, Connector Structures, & Outbuildings 
These must be designed in the same style as the home, subservient 
in proportion of structure, pitch of roof, materials, color, and other 
elements of design. Door designs should be either, traditional, 
craftsman, or carriage door styles.

elements of style

Materials
Siding, roofing, trim, and other elements are built of materials unique 
to each style and their outward appearance must conform to authentic 
visual patterns.

Colors
Colors utilized on contributing structures shall be compatible, shall 
not be garish, and shall enhance their surroundings as well as blend 
with adjacent structures and street scenes.

Encouraged Colors
• Historic colors/earth tones/white
• Limited accent colors
• Earth tone or white-painted brick
• Light colored stucco
• Grey and Earth tone shingled roofs 
• Traditional colored metal roofs

Discouraged Colors
• Non-historic colors
• Bright/primary colors
• Brightly-colored roofs
• Common red, light-colored brick, or designer color brick
• Strong contrast to neighbors

Reference the Sherwin Williams Exterior Historic Colors Palette on 
page 36. 

These colors are strongly encouraged as they are the true historic 
character of Cape Charles. All color palettes will be approved on a 
building- by-building basis. Approval will come only from the ARC.
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EXTERIOR COLOR PALETTE

EXTERIOR / SHUTTER COLOR PALETTE

1. Renwick Rose Beige (SW#2804)
2. Renwick Beige (SW#2805)
3. Rookwood Shutter Green (SW#2809)
4. Rookwood Blue Green (SW#2811)
5. Rookwood Jade (SW#2812)
6. Downing Straw (SW#2813)
7. Rookwood Antique Gold (SW#2814)
8. Renwick Olive (SW#2815)
9. Rookwood Amber (SW#2817)
10. Renwick Heather (SW#2818)
11. Downing Slate (SW#2819)
12. Downing Earth (SW#2820)
13. Downing Stone (SW#2821)
14. Downing Sand (SW#2822)
15. Rookwood Clay (SW#2823)
16. Renwick Golden Oak (SW#2824)
17. Colonial Revival Green Stone (SW#2826)
18. Colonial Revival Stone (SW#2827)
19. Colonial Revival Tan (SW#2828)
20. Classic White (SW#2829)
21. Classic Gold (SW#2831)
22. Colonial Revival Gray (SW#2832)
23. Roycroft Vellum (SW#2833)
24. Birdseye Maple (SW#2834)
25. Craftsman Brown (SW#2835)
26. Quartersawn Oak (SW#2836)
27. Hammered Silver (SW#2840)
28. Weathered Shingle (SW#2841)
29. Roycroft Suede (SW#2842)
30. Roycroft Brass (SW#2843)
31. Roycroft Mist Gray (SW#2844)
32. Bunglehouse Gray (SW#2845)
33. Roycroft Pewter (SW#2848)
34. Westchester Gray (SW#2849)
35. Chelsea Gray (SW#2850)

36. Sage Green Light (SW#2851)
37. New Colonial Yellow (SW#2853)
38. Caribbean Coral (SW#2854)
39. Sycamore Tan (SW#2855)
40. Peace Yellow (SW#2857)
41. Harvest Gold (SW#2858)
42. Beige (SW#2859)
43. Sage (SW#2860)
44. Avocado (SW#2861)
45. Powder Blue (SW#2863)
46. Classical Yellow (SW#2865)
47. Extra White (SW#7006)
48. Escape Gray (SW#6185)
49. Oyster Bay (SW#6206)
50. Sea Salt (SW#6204)
51. Agreeable Gray (SW#7029)
52. North Star (SW#6246)

53. Rookwood Dark Red (SW#2801)
54. Rookwood Red (SW#2802)
55. Rookwood Terra Cotta (SW#2803)
56. Rookwood Brown (SW#2806)
57. Rookwood Medium Brown (SW#2807)
58. Rookwood Dark Brown (SW#2808)
59. Rookwood Shutter Green (SW#2809)
60. Rookwood Dark Green (SW#2816)
61. Aurora Brown (SW#2837)
62. Polished Mahogany (SW#2838)
63. Roycroft Copper Red (SW#2839)
64. Roycroft Bronze Green (SW#2846)
65. Roycroft Bottle Green (SW#2847)
66. Fairfax Brown (SW#2856)
67. Tricorn Black (SW#6258)
68. Needlepoint Navy (SW#0032)

EXTERIOR COLORS

EXTERIOR / SHUTTER COLORS

Historic colors should represent the true historic character of Cape 
Charles. All colors will be approved on a building by building basis. The 
colors depicted below are based on approved Exterior Historic Colors by 
Sherwin Williams. All additional colors beyond this palette or from the 
James Hardie Lap Siding Color Collections shall match the Historic Color 
Palette shown below. All colors are required to be approved by the ARC  
before on site construction starts. See James Hardie Collection for color 
palette (https://www.jameshardie.com/products/hardieplank-lap-siding)
The color images below are for visualization purposes only.

architectural guidelines 
elements of style
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architectural guidelines 
elements of style: 
porch columns, floors, & ceilings
COLUMNS
• Tuscan or Doric, square or round, with correct historical proportions
• Ionic and Corinthian columns may be approved if historical imagery and 

site location are felt to be appropriate by the ARC.
• Columns may be wood or synthetic; manufacturer must be approved by 

the ARC.
• Arched openings are discouraged but may be allowed where appropriate to 

style, period, and imagery presented to the ARC.
• Column spacings on plan shall not exceed the column height

FLUTED IONIC COLUMNSDORIC IONIC CORINTHIAN OPEN LATTICE GREEK DORIC
COLUMN

FLUTED GREEK DORIC 
COLUMNS

FLUTED IONIC 
COLUMNS

DORIC COLUMNSDORIC COLUMNS

SQUARE GREEK DORIC 
COLUMNS ON PIERS
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architectural guidelines 
elements of style: 
porch columns, floors & ceilings
PORCH FLOORING
• Brick or composite decking boards 
• Radius edge decking is allowed but must be picture-framed at the         

perimeter.
• Concrete-textured or exposed aggregate
• May be solid boarding or spaced boards allowing the metal to be seen 

from below.

PORCH CEILINGS
• 1 x 4, 1 x 6 plain or beaded, square edged, or tongue-and-groove
• Board-on-board to form the appearance of rectilinear fl at panels. These 

panels may be trimmed with ogee or cove trim to embellish the panels. 
Size of panels may vary.

• May be open showing rafters. 
• Other combinations may be accepted by ARC where appropriate to style 

and imagery presented.

BEAD BOARD CEILING/ SMOOTH 
ROUND DORIC COLUMNS

EXPOSED FLOOR FRAMING/ SQUARE 
COLUMNS

TONGUE-AND-GROVE CEILING & 
FLOOR/ FLUTED DORIC COLUMNS

TONGUE-AND-GROVE CEILING & 
FLOOR

PANELED PORCH CEILINGS/ FLUTED 
IONIC COLUMNS

EXPOSED ROOF FRAMING & DECKING/ 
SQUARE COLUMNS
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architectural guidelines 
elements of style: windows & shutters

WINDOWS
• All glass surfaces should have true divided light appearance. Both 

interior and exterior glass surfaces shall be broken by the muntins or 
sticking. This may be accomplished by a true simulated divided lite to 
both sides of glazing. 

• Windows may be wood or vinyl clad (clad windows must have wood 
trim and sill).

• 7/ 8” sticking is preferred over larger 1¼” to 13/ 8”.
• Window lite patterns are to be appropriate to the style of the home.
• Casing is to be a minimum of 1¼” x 3½” (Note: some lapped siding 

may require 1½” minimum thickness.) 1¼” x 4¼” with back band is 
preferred. Wood or cementitious product is allowed. No standard 2¼” 
case will be allowed.

• Window sill is to be a minimum of 2” thick - 3” is preferred and 
detailed per  style of home.

• Above windows shall not be allowed unless the design pattern permits. 
• Special windows – Palladian, fl anked, triple hung, walk through and 

jib windows appropriate to historical imagery and style will be allowed 
where  the ARC feels appropriate.

• Maintain a minimum of a 3” cased mull between multiple windows.

Windows shall be aligned with other adjacent windows where posible and 
per the architectural style requires. Windows shall center on all columns.
 

SHUTTERS
SHUTTERS
• Use of shutters is strongly encouraged and shall be either operable or  fi xed 

operable with appropriate hardware.
• Board or louvered
• Operable shutters shall have the ability to be closed and locked from the inside
• Shutters may be wood or synthetic.
• Overlapping of shutters is discouraged and must be approved by the ARC.
• All shutters to be a minimum of 1 ½” thick.
• Bahama shutters may be appropriate for Modern Coastal, Coastal Craftsman 

Estate, and The Bluff s Architectural Patterns. 
• Bahama shutters shall be installed to a maximum of 15° angle.

BAHAMA SHUTTERS DOUBLE-HUNG WITH 
BOARDED SHUTTERS

DOUBLE-HUNG WITH 
PLANK SHUTTERS

4 OVER 4 LITE
WITH PLANK

SHUTTERS

6 OVER 1 LITE
WITH LOUVERED

SHUTTERS

TRIPLE- HUNG
WINDOW

JIB DOOR W/ 
3 PANEL LOUVERED

 SHUTTERS

LOUVERED SHUTTERS 
WITH RAT TAILS

BAHAMA SHUTTERSSMALL CASEMENT WITH 
SINGLE SHUTTER
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architectural guidelines 
elements of style: 
windows & trim

WINDOW DESIGN PATTERNS

WINDOW TRIM, SILL & CASING

WINDOW TRIM, SILL & CASING

Back Hand

3 over 6 6 over 6
6 over 9

(cottage style) 9 over 9 Triple Hung

Elliptical Casement Segmental
Arch

Lancet Gothic Sash Palladian

Casing

Sill

Apron

Back band

Cornice Drip Drip cap or back
band to keep water 
away from window

If the window does not 
come with a projecting 
sill, apply a trim piece 
on site to make the 
window look more 
grounded and less like 
a picture frame.

A projecting sill 
provides a drip that 
keeps water away from 
the building.

Shims behind the 
casing allow the joints 
of the casing to sit 
smoothly against the 
house.

A sill can be construct-
ed out of a trim. An apron is    

optional below 
the projecting 
sill

Ideally, use 
a window 
that comes 
with a casing 
pre-installed.

When using fi eld 
applied casing over the 
fl ange, use a shim to 
keep the casing joints 
even

The best window to 
use is one that comes 
with on integral casing 
and sill; not only will 
it look better, but it 
will require less work 
on site.

Flat casing thick 
enough to protect
end grain of siding.

Visible sill

Flat 
casing
Top
Sash

Bottom
Sash

Sill

Apron

Frieze

Back band

Architrave

Sill

Apron

Top Sash

Bottom Sash

Sill

Apron

Bottom
Sash

Muntun (glazing bar)

Lock rail

Light (pane)

Top Sash
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architectural guidelines 
elements of style: 
windows, trim, & dormers

ARCHES & SILLS

CASEMENT GLAZING 
PATTERNS

GABELED DORMOR

GABELED DORMOR

SHED DORMER

SHED DORMER

CORNER TRIM DETAIL

Gouged brick 
lintel

Brickmold
Top Sash

Bottom Sash

Wood sill

Brick rowlock
sill

Simple single-leaf
casement

Full cornice- bedmold, 
corona, and cyma

Poor Man’s
Cornice Moldings 
with matching 
profi les resolve 
into themselves
Distance between 
window head 
and cornice 
minimized

Corner 
bead

Quarter round corner

Corner bead

Three-
quarter
round

Butt joint

5/4 x 4

5/4 x 6

Thicker

Thinner

Cyma wrapped 
around sides of 
dormer (angle will 
be slightly diff erent 
but profi le will 
remain consistent)

Shingles 
parallel 
to ground 
(or fl ush 
boards 
parallel to 
roof slope)

Frieze and cornice extend 
along side of dormer
Flush boards set to 
match slope of roof

Corner bead

Double-leaf casement 
with low-profi le cen-
tral mullion, if any 

Horizontal lights

No central 
mullion

Hip roof

Full cornice- 
bedmold, corona, 
and cyma

Casing with 
corner bead

Gable end with raking 
cyma and split fi llet

Low-slope fl ashing over 
return

Paired windows in shed 
dormers

Grouped windows in 
shed dormers

Casing with 
corner bead

Rowlock still w/
bricks turned on 
their sides and 
sloped away from 
building

All joints pointing 
to center of arch

Corner brick set of 
60 or 72 degrees

Gouged brick arch 
with each brick 
cut at slightly 
diff erent angle, 
creating tensile 
forces that hold 
arch up

Brick lintel

Wood infi ll, ideally 
one piece with 
brickmold

Brickmold

Top sash

Bottom sash

Wood sill

Brick rowlock sill

Rowlock sill w/ 
bricks turned on 
their sides and 
sloped away from 
building

Infi ll above brick 
mold

Maximum rise of 
arch 1” per foot 
of span

Segmental arch 
of regular, not 
gauged, brick w/ 
feathered joints

72 degrees
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architectural guidelines 
elements of style: 
rails & balustrades 
PORCH RAILS
• Hand and shoe railing should be appropriate to the style and local 

vernacular, designed in a manner to shed water away from balusters.
• Handrails may be round or oval, chamfered or eased cap with apron 

which may be square, have beaded edge, or simple shape.
• Proper scale and proportion of hand and shoe railings to balusters are 

critical to the design.

PORCH BALUSTERS
• Square or turned balusters of correct proportions in line with style and 

house are allowed. 1 ⁄ ”  x 1 ⁄ ” balusters with rounded edges are not 
allowed.

• Square balusters should not exceed 1 ⁄ ” x 1 ⁄ ” hard edge.
• Jigsaw cut balusters or horizontal boards in lieu of balusters are 

acceptable if appropriate to the design.
• Wood is preferred, but approved synthetic balusters are allowed.
• Iron railings may be approved if historical imagery and site location are 

felt to be appropriate by the ARC.

OVAL CAP & SQUARE BALUSTERS

CHAMFERED CAP & SQUARE BALUSTERSSIMPLE SQUARE BALUSTER RAILING

ROUND RAIL WITH SQUARE BALUSTERSCURVED STAIR 
RAILING

SQUARE BALUSTER
RAILING

BALUSTER RAILING

Shaped Cap with Simple Shoe, 
Square Balusters

Chamfered Cap with Beaded Apron 
& Shoe, Jigsaw Cut Balusters

Simple Chamfered Cap, Shoe 
with Square Balusters

Round Cap, Simple Shoe 
w/ Square Balusters

Chamfered Cap & Show 
w/ Aprons, Tuned Balusters
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architectural guidelines 
elements of style: 
siding,trim, & casing
SIDING & CORNER BOARDS
• Horizontal beveled, butt, or lapped with 3 ⁄ ” to 6” exposure to the 

outside, new wood, cementitious siding (smooth) or reclaimed wood
• Horizontal butt boarding under covered porches. Synthetic or reclaimed    

wood should be used with 5½” to 11¼” exposure. 
• Wood is the preferred material.
• Vertical board & batten for accent or minor massing, boards to be a 

minimum of 9½” x ¾” wood or synthetic, batten strips to be 1½” x ¾”  
minimum wood or synthetic – wood is the preferred material.

• Cedar shingles, even butt or shaped – preferred for accent use only.
• Aluminum siding, vinyl siding, and cedar shakes are not allowed.
• Corner boards minimum of 3½” to 5½” x 1¼” to 1 1/2” smooth, wood, 

or  synthetic.  (Siding must not protrude beyond corner boards.)
• Use of stucco on the body of the house is discouraged and only 

allowable with an acceptable historical precedent if approved by the 
ARC.

TUBULAR BAR RAILINGS,
RAISE PORCH W/ PAINTED 
BRICK COLUMNS

CORNER PILASTER, BAND 
BOARD

CORNER PILASTER 
WITH LAP SIDING

SHINGLES WITH 
CORNER PILASTER

LAP SIDING & 
BOARD & BATTEN

BOARD & BATTEN

LAP SIDING, CORNER TRIM 
WITH BEAD

GABLE ACCENT

BAND BOARD

Lapped Clapboard Bevel Drop

Board & Batten

Cedar ShinglesCedar Shingles

Lap Siding

2” Drip

Bond
Board
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architectural guidelines 
elements of style: 
cornice, rafter tails, soffits, & frieze 
CORNICES
• Cornices may be enclosed with crown and bed moldings or open with   

exposed rafter tails and roof decking as the style may dictate.
• Size, scale, and overhang depth of cornice and frieze must be in proper 

proportion and appropriate to the style and body of the house. Major 
massed homes should generally have larger-scale and higher-style cornice 
than minor masses.

• With enclosed cornices, ogee crown molding is to be used at the fascia 
only. (Although bed molding can be used in lieu of crown.) Bed molding is 
to be used where the soffi  t and frieze meet.

BRACKETED CORNICE BRACKETED CORNICE CORNICE WITH RETURN 
AT RAKE

CORNICE WITH LARGE 
FRIEZE

CORNICE WITH SMALL 
FRIEZE

EXPOSED RAFTERSCORNICE WITH
TRIGLYPHS

SIMPLE CORNICE & FRIEZE SIMPLE CORNICE & RAKE 
WITH BRACKET

EXPOSED CORNICE

DETAILED CORNICE & 
FRIEZE

CORNICE WITH DENTILS

Open, exposed
rafter tails

I.

II.

III.

IV.

Simple 
3/4” x 4”
corner 
boards

Boxed Soffi  t w/
simple fascia & 
chamfered 1x4 
crown

3/4” x 4” corner
boards w/ quarter-
round & 1 x cap

Boxed soffi  t w/ 
mounded
crown at fascia

Moulded bed-
mould at frieze

3/4” x 4” corner 
boards w/ dowel 
at corner

3/4” x 4” corner 
boards w/ 1x 
cap

Large 1x frieze

Enclosed rafters 
w/ simple 1 
x fascia & 
chamfered
1x4 crown
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architectural guidelines 
elements of style: 
roofing & gutters
ROOFING
• 5V Galvalume, painted or factory fi nish
• Standing seam Galvalume, painted, factory fi nish, or 

copper
• Fiberglass shingle, Grand Manor, or Timberland Slate. 

Architectural grade 300 lb. minimum.

GUTTERS
• Half-round or “K” Ogee style only, aluminum with baked-on 

color, galvanized painted, or copper
• Downspouts to be round or soft square and match gutter color
• Chain downspouts are permitted per ARC
• Wood and metal line gutters may also be used in wood vee or 

ogee styles

SLATE ROOF HALF-ROUND GUTTERHALF-ROUND GUTTER

ARCHITECTURAL SHINGLES ARCHITECTURAL SHINGLESHAND-CRIMPED STANDING 
SEAM ROOF

5V CRIMPED 
ROOFING

BATTEN RIDGE LOCK SEAM

STOCK STRAP 
HANGERS

FIXED STRAP
HANGERS

OGEE (K)
GUTTTER

HALF
ROUND

RIDGE CAP W/O
BATTEN

STANDING
SEAM

PRESSED STANDING 
SEAM

WOOD METAL LINED
GUTTER

5V CRIMPED ROOF HAND-CRIMPED STANDING SEAM ROOF
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OVERVIEW
These preferred architectural styles will serve as a basis for the 
design of every structure within Bay Creek. This guide outlines the 
more detailed elements of style associated with preferred architectural 
patterns. By picking one style and following the patterns of the 
appropriate neighborhood, successful homes will be designed and built. 
At the same time, these styles are a point of departure for an innovative 
interpretation or an approved design style. 

Historically, a number of varying building styles made their way to this 
coastal area and the entire East Coast with the tradesman and the pattern 
books of the day. These styles include:

These styles provide a basis for design of all residential structures 
within Bay Creek. The descriptions and pictures in this book provide 
the patterns needed to design within each style. 

architectural patterns

MODERN COASTALCLASSIC TIDEWATER COASTAL

CLASSIC CRAFTSMAN COASTAL

• Classic  Tidewater  Coastal
• Prair ie /Arts  & Craf ts
• Classic  Craf tsman Coastal
• Modern Coastal
• St ick Victor ian
• Greek Revival
• Coastal  Craf tsman Estate
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Tidewater architecture is a style of architecture found mostly in coastal 
areas of the Southern United States. Classic Tidewater architecture 
took its lead from the origins of Tidewater south traditions, ca.1700 
- ca.1850. These homes typically have large wraparound porches (or 
galleries) with hip roofs and are designed for wet, hot climates.

IDENTIFYING FEATURES
Extensive porches sheltered by a broad and full-width hipped roof with 
dormers, extends over a porch, typically without interruption. A raised 
crawlspace foundation allows for air circulation protecting the home 
from potential low-level flooding. Porches formed with round or square 
Doric columns are a reflection of a warm subtropical climate of the 
lower Atlantic coast providing a covered, breezy, and shady spot to 
enjoy the cooler air of an evening. A centralized entry door with equally 
proportioned and spaced double-hung windows represent the Classic 
Tidewater Coastal architecture.

Roofs
Gabled or shed dormers are typically used to upper floor levels with 
either ganged, double-hung, or casement windows. Roofs may have a 
split slope when separate porch shed roofs are introduced and will vary 
with slopes from 4 in 12 to 10 in 12 and of differing materials such as 
asphalt shingles to metal standing seam and shallower slopes. Eaves 
and Soffit boards are typically 9-18.”

Windows & Doors
Windows are typically vertically proportioned double-hung or casement, 
sometimes designed with transom windows. Glazing can be 6 over 1 or 
6 over 6 muntin patterns. Casements will be divided appropriately to 
match. Doors will typically be single entry with or without sidelights. 
Rear porch doors would be double with sidelights. Transoms are 
encouraged.

architectural patterns 
architectural style: 
classic tidewater coastal
HISTORY & CHARACTER
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architectural patterns 
architectural style: 
classic tidewater coastal
Porches
Porch locations are typically full-width, sometimes wrap around if 
entry door is off-center but always of one story in height. The primary 
dimensions are as follows:
�� Front: 8’ depth minimum, 10’ recommended
�� Side/Rear: 6’ depth minimum, 8’ recommended
�� Porch deck: 30” minimum from finished grade. Secondary accent 

dimensions will be determined per design but must allow usage by 
at least one human comfortably sitting in a chair.

�� First Floor: Floor-ceiling height to be a minimum of 10.’

Crawl Space/Raised Slab
Crawl spaces are an essential design element and have either brick, 
painted brick, or Stucco columns. Recessed louvers or lattice shall be 
provided to all locations. Raised slabs shall follow the appearance of a 
crawl space and shall not be of continuous stucco or brick finish.

Siding, Trim, & Brackets
Wall siding will vary from classic clapboard, lap, or beveled siding in 
either painted wood, smooth, or grained cementitious siding. Trim and 
corner boards will match siding material used but have a maximum of 
6” in width and be made of flat stock material. Porch columns, if square, 
are generally associated with brackets or knee brace detailing.

Chimneys
Fireplaces and chimneys will be typically finished in either exposed 
brickwork or stucco and may be either exposed to exterior walls or 
internally located. Chimneys should have a dominant and tall appearance.
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architectural patterns
architectural style: 
prairie / arts & crafts
HISTORY & CHARACTER
The Prairie/Arts and Crafts era began the modern or moderst movement 
of architecture, ca:1900-1920, and is a style associated with renowned 
architect Frank Lloyd Wright. Historical precedent for decoration in 
design and ornamentation became modernized and the Prairie/Arts and 
Crafts became better known as the Craftsman style and continued until 
around 1940.

IDENTIFYING FEATURES
Features of the Prairie/Arts and Crafts style are low-pitched roofs, 
usually hipped, with large overhanging eaves; two stories, with one-
story wings or porches; eaves, cornices, and facade should have details 
that emphasize horizontal lines; often with oversized, square porch 
supports.

PRINCIPAL SUBTYPES
Hipped Roof, Symmetrical, with Front Entry
Sometimes called the prairie box or American foursquare, this style has 
a simple square or rectangular plan and symmetrical facade. One-story 
wings, porches, or carports are clearly subordinate to the principal two-
story mass. The entrance, which may be centered or off-center, is a 
conspicuous focal point of the facade. 

Hipped Roof, Symmetrical, No Front Entry
Inconspicuous entrances and facades dominated by horizontal rows of 
casement windows that have sharply defined vertical detailing.

Hipped Roof, Asymmetrical
Typically, a single two- or three-story, hipped-roof mass is contrasted 
with equally dominant but lower wings, porches, or carports with hipped 
roofs. The front entrance is usually inconspicuous, the facade being 
dominated by horizontal rows of casement windows having sharply 
defined vertical detailing. 

Gabled Roof
High-style examples typically have both front-facing and side gables, 
each with exaggerated eave overhangs. In some, the gables have 
swept-back profiles with the peaks projecting beyond the lower edges. 
The pitch of the roof edges may also be flattened to give a pagoda 
like effect. Vernacular examples usually have simple front- or side-
gabled roofs. Secondary influences are common, particularly false 
half-timbering in gables.

Porches
Full-front one- or two-story porches are encouraged on Classic 
Craftsman Coastal homes. The porches can be used to wrap the corner 
of the house at ground level or fill in the void created by an L-shaped 
plan. Porch bays should be vertically proportioned on two-story 
designs.

The primary porch dimensions are as follows:
�� Front: 8’ depth minimum, 10’ recommended
�� Side/Rear: 6’ depth minimum, 8’ recommended
�� Porch Deck: 30’’ minimum from finished grade. Secondary accent 

porch     dimensions will be determined per design, but must 
allow usage by at least  one human sitting comfortably in a chair.

�� First Floor: floor-to-ceiling height to be a minimum of 10’
�� Second Floor: floor-to-ceiling height to be a minimum of 9’
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architectural patterns
architectural style: 
prairie / arts & crafts
Windows & Doors
Typically, windows are double hung with sashes and panes of vertical 
proportions. The prominent sash patterns include 3 over 1, 6 over 1, and 
2 over 2 dormer windows are typically ganged and, gabled windows 
take their lead from the more vernacular prairie houses.

Doors
Doors are often stained wood or painted rich colors. For appropriate 
colors see page 36, section 5. Panel doors with glass insets are common.

VARIANTS & DETAILS
Oversized square or rectangular piers of masonry used to support porch 
roofs are an almost universal feature of high-style examples. They 
remain common in vernacular examples, which also show squared 
wooden imitations. The characteristic horizontal decorative emphasis is 
achieved by such devices as: (1) contrasting caps on porch and balcony 
railings, (2) contrasting wood trim between stories, (3) horizontal board-
and-batten siding, (4) contrasting colors on eaves and cornice, and (5) 
selective recessing of only the horizontal masonry joints. Geometric 
patterns of smallpane window glazing (usually leaded casement windows 
in high-style examples and upper sashes of wooden-muntin, double-
hung windows of vernacular houses); broad, flat chimneys; contrasting 
wall materials or trim emphasizing the upper part of the upper story;and 
decorative friezes or door surrounds. 
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HISTORY & CHARACTER
Craftsman Coastal architecture is a style of architecture found mostly in 
coastal areas of the Southern United States. Classic Craftsman Coastal 
architecture dates back to 1905-1930. Throughout the years the style 
has adjusted to blend with the elements of true craftsman fashion as 
they couple with the more natural, coastal vibe.

IDENTIFYING FEATURES
�� Multiple roof planes, such as front-and-cross gabled, side gabled, 

and   hipped roofs
�� Deep, overhanging eaves with exposed rafter tails
�� Generous, full, and partial porches
�� Porch support columns, typically shortened on piers
�� Decorative knee braces
�� Multiple windows for natural light with designs originating from 

the        more vernacular prairie houses
�� Shuttered windows
�� Clean, crisp, light interiors and exteriors
�� Typically exposed roof trusses and burlins
�� With or without a trellis or brise soleil against the coastal sun

Porches
The porch can be partial or full width, usually one-story, often wraps 
the corner of the home. Second-floor porches often accent an element 
on the facades below and also can be seen as a recess into the mass 
rather than an additive element. 

Porch Roofs & Eaves
The eaves are the dominant architectural characteristic on a Craftsman 
Coastal home. The Craftsman Coastal home may have one- or two-
story porches with gabled, shed, or shallow-hipped roofs. Full front 
porches are encouraged. Smaller porches should typically be centered 
in the massing bay in which they occur. The eaves are the dominant 
architectural characteristic. Porch eaves shall have the same rafter or 
eave treatment as the main house.

architectural patterns 
architectural style: 
classic craftsman coastal 

The shed or hip roofs range in pitch from 2:12 to 4:12. Overhangs 
typically range from 18-32”. The most common eaves are exposed 
2x8” rafter tails, 16-24” on center. Exposed rafter tails are either 
shaped or cut plumb. Alternatively, eaves may be boxed with a flat 
soffit with optional profile brackets 6” wide and 24” on center. 

Columns & Railings
Columns include full-height tapered box, half-height paneled box, 
and three-quarter-height paired box columns on piers. On multi-story 
porches, the column width or diameter should diminish with each 
subsequent story.
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architectural style: 
classic craftsman coastal

architectural patterns

Brackets/Friezes/Knee Braces
Brackets range from simple designs cut from boards to more elaborate 
turned wood or jigsaw-cut open work and are a minimum of 4’’ thick. 
Over important entry and corner locations, archway bracketing may be 
used. Square balusters are common and may be used in both the porch 
railings and in friezes suspended from the porch roof structure.

Porch Locations
Full-front one- or two-story porches are encouraged on Classic Craftsman 
Coastal homes. The porches can be used to wrap the corner of the house 
at ground level or fill in the void created by an L-shaped plan. Porch 
bays should be vertically proportioned on two-story designs.

The primary porch dimensions are as follows:
�� Front: 8’ depth minimum, 10’ recommended
�� Side/Rear: 6’ depth minimum, 8’ recommended
�� Porch Deck: 30’’ minimum from finished grade. Secondary accent 

porch dimensions will be determined per design, but must allow 
usage by at least  one human sitting comfortably in a chair.

�� First Floor: floor-to-ceiling height to be a minimum of 10’
�� Second Floor: floor-to-ceiling height to be a minimum of 9’

Windows & Doors
Typically, windows are double hung with sashes and panes of vertical 
proportions. The prominent sash patterns include 3 over 1, 6 over 1, and 
2 over 2 dormer windows are typically ganged and, gabled windows 
take their lead from the more vernacular prairie houses.

Doors
Doors are often stained wood or painted rich colors. For appropriate 
colors, see page 36, section 5. Panel doors with glass insets are common. 

Trim
Window and door casing and trim must be a minimum of 4’’ wide (6’’ 
preferred) and must protrude from the adjacent wall surface. Window 
and door sills must be a minimum of 2’’ thick.
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architectural patterns 
architectural style: 
modern coastal

HISTORY & CHARACTER
The Modern Coastal takes its heritage from the Coastal Farmhouse, 
Classic Coastal, Coastal Shingle, and Coastal Plantation styles. Modern 
Coastal can be adapted for any beach front/waterfront coastline location.

IDENTIFYING FEATURES
Garages
Two- or three-car side load, garage courts detached or attached are 
associated with larger estate home lots. Garage roofs are either end 
gabled, cross gabled, or hipped and can have fully-fledged living 
quarters with dormers or faux dormers over upper attic space.

Roofs
Gabled or hipped roofs are typical roof forms. Shed or gabled dormers 
may be used on upper-floor levels with either ganged double-hung or 
casement windows.
Roofs may have a split slope when separate porch shed roofs are 
introduced and may vary with slopes from 4:12 to 12:12 and one material 
of metal standing seam. Bracketed roofs or trellises are generally 
associated with this design pattern. Eaves and soffit boards are typically 
deeper than normal and coupled with exposed rafter tails, corbels and 
or brackets. Gables to roof and dormers generally have decorative truss 
and gable detailing.

Porches
Porch locations are typically one- or two-sided and one or two story 
in height. Porches generally centrally located but can be to one side if 
entry door is off-center. Rear porches are an expansive covered features 
and provide a transition of internal and external spaces.

Balconies, Canopies, & Trellis
Bracketed canopies and trellis features are typical of this design 
pattern providing both interest and shade to principal rooms. Balconies 
and railings are of a horizontal design accent with minimal vertical 
balustrades and follow a coastal/beach design bias.
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architectural patterns 
architectural style: 
modern coastal
Crawl Space/Raised Slab
Crawl spaces to the main house only are an essential design element 
and are constructed with either brick, painted brick, or stucco columns. 
Recessed louvers or lattice shall be provided. Raised slabs shall follow 
the appearance of a crawl space and shall not be of continuous stucco 
or brick finish.

Siding, Stucco, & Trim
Wall siding will vary from predominant board and batten but may 
have classic clapboard, lap, or beveled siding in either painted wood 
or smooth or grained cementitious siding. Trim and corner boards will 
match siding material used with a maximum of 6” width and of flat 
stock material. Stucco shall be either smooth, tabby, or stucco-based 
board and batten.

Windows & Doors
Vernacular styled double-hung or casement windows should have 
minimal glazing and muntin patterns are used to maximize a light and 
airy feel. Doors should either be a single- or double-entry door with or 
without sidelights. Rear porch doors should be double with sidelights, 
or sliding glass doors to an outdoor entertaining space. Windows and 
doors shall be painted in neutral colors to provide a light and airy feel 
and be made of  either painted wood or metal. Shutters are not normally 
associated with this design pattern and should be avoided. 

Floor Plan
Open concept floor plans should have tall vaulted/volume ceilings, and 
harmonious flow to an internal/exterior transition to an outdoor living 
environment

Chimneys
Smaller, low-key internally located fireplaces. Externally placed 
chimneys should be avoided

Gutters
Gutters shall be half-round and a maximum of 6”. Round downspouts 
may be used.
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architectural patterns
architectural style: 
stick victorian

HISTORY & CHARACTER
Victorian Style architecture loosely follows previous medieval prototypes 
including multi-textured walls, strongly asymmetrical facades, and 
steeply-pitched decorative trussed roofs. Stick Victorian proceeds the 
earlier second Empire Era (from 1855-1885) and the dominant Italiante 
and Gothic revival styles. Stick Victorian style emphasizes the wall 
surface itself as a decorative element with wood siding, shingles, or 
stickwork to low-level porches. 

In keeping with the idea that architecture should be truthful, the principal 
element of the Stick Victorian Style was the expression of the inner 
structure of a house through exterior ornament. Most often found on 
gable ends and upper stories, this stick work of vertical and horizontal 
boards applied to the exterior surfaces represent the structural skeleton.

PRINCIPLE SUBTYPES
Towered 
The addition of a square or rectangular tower.

Gabled Roof
Usually steeply pitched with cross gables. Gables will typically contain 
decorative trusses.

Overhanging Eaves
Typically with exposed rafter tails

Wood Wall Cladding 
Interrupted by patterns of horizontal, vertical, or diagonal boards raised 
from wall surface for emphasis. 

Siding & Shingles
Varied patterns of siding and shingles are applied to decorate wall 
surfaces.

Columns & Railings
Columns on porches include appropriate classical columns of the 
less opulent orders, turned spindles with an 8’’ minimum base, and 
square columns, either boxed or solid, usually with chamford corners. 
Turned or square balusters must adhere to the local building code 
but in general must be spaced no more than 4’’ apart. Decorated and 
shaped cutouts are allowed per design approval.
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architectural patterns 
architectural style: 
stick victorian
Brackets/Friezes
Brackets range from simple designs historically cut from boards to 
more elaborate turned wood or jigsaw-cut open work with a minimum 
thickness of 1 1/2’’. Archway bracketing may be used in over important 
entry and corner locations.. Turned balusters are less common but may 
be used in both the porch railings and in friezes suspended from the 
porch roof structure.

Porches
Partial- or full-width porch, typically one-story high and often extended 
along one or both side walls. Porches typically incorporate a design 
element to emphasize an entrance or wraparound corner.

A porch can be partial- or full-width and usually one-story, with an 
emphasis placed on a bay where access can be gained to the porch. The 
porch roof eaves are boxed and overhangs are supported visually by 
heavy single or lighter paired brackets. The style is also determined by 
the presence of strong decorative trim detailing on columns, spandrels, 
and friezes.

The primary porch dimensions are as follows:
�� Front: 8’ depth minimum, 10’ recommended
�� Side Rear: 6’ depth minimum, 8’ recommended
�� Porch Deck: 30’’ minimum from finished grade
�� First Floor: floor-to-ceiling height to be a minimum of 10’
�� Second Floor: floor-to-ceiling height to be a minimum of 9’

Secondary accent porch dimensions will be determined per design but 
must allow usage by at least one person sitting comfortably in a chair.

Porch Roofs & Eaves
Stick Victorian may have one- or two-story porches supported by 
decorative trim detailed columns with heavy single or lighter paired 
brackets, decorative spandrels, and friezes. Porch roofs are generally 
hipped or shed in appearance, pitched from 2:12 - 12:12 slopes. It 
is considered inappropriate for roofs to provide beyond the building 

frame or body of the house. Eaves are generally boxed/closed soffits 
in appearance. Porches can be located on one or two sides of the home 
and may wrap a corner to fill in a space to an “L” shape floor plan.

Standard Windows
Standard windows are double-hung with sashes and panes of vertical 
proportions. The prominent sash patterns include 2 over 2, 2 over 1, 
and 1 over 1. Accent windows are either smaller double-hung units or 
fixed and may be rectangular in shape. The light pattern is geometric 
using diagonal, vertical, and horizontal muntins. 

Standard Doors
Doors are centered in their bays and are either paneled or glazed. Doors 
can be double or single and often include sidelights and transoms. 

Special Windows
Angled or straight bay windows, paired or triple windows, and dormer 
windows with a triangular or segmented pediment are encouraged 
to accent overall form. Bay windows must extend to the ground or 
be visually supported by heavy decorative brackets. At gable ends 
or above entrances, small square, rectangular, or round-top windows 
(rare) may be used as accents.

Trim
Window and door casing and trim must be a minimum of 3-1/2’’ wide 
(4” to 5-1/2’’ preferred) and must protrude from the adjacent wall 
surface. Window and door sills must be a minimum of 2’’ thick. Trim is 
the main element that defines the Stick Victorian Style and is actually 
where the moniker “Stick” came from. The use of trim (horizontal, 
vertical, and diagonal) breaks up flat wall surface and provides a 
decorative array of details. The applied decoration concentrates 
around the home’s openings as well as the bases, tops, and corners. 
The Stick Style brings on memories of heavy timber framing and seeks 
to loosely interpret the actual structure of the home. 
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architectural patterns
architectural style: 
greek revival
HISTORY & CHARACTER
The Greek Revival period of architecture is fondly associated with the 
romantic house era, ca.: 1825-1850 (1860 in the Gulf Coast states). 
The style is generally associated along the Eastern Coast and older 
states, but expanded with settlers into the Midwest and as far south 
as Louisiana. Greek Revival became a dominant style of architecture 
across multiple states, taking influence from Europe and the Roman era 
expressed in Greece.

IDENTIFYING FEATURES
Gabled or hipped roof of low pitch; cornice line of main roof and porch 
roofs emphasized with wide band of trim. This represents the classical 
entablature and is usually divided into two parts: the frieze above 
and architrave below. Most have porches (either entry or full-width) 
supported by prominent square or rounded columns, typically of Doric 
style. Front door surrounded by narrow sidelights and a rectangular line 
of transom lights above.  Doors and lights are usually incorporated into 
more elaborate door surroundings.

PRINCIPAL SUBTYPES
Entry Porch Less Than Full-height, or Absent
About 20% of Greek Revival houses have small entry porches which 
do not extend the full height of the facade. In some examples, the entry 
porch is recessed into the facade. Only around 5% lack porches all-
together.

Full-height Entry Porch
This subtype has a dominant central porch extending the full height 
but less than the full width of the facade. It thus resembles the early 
Classical Revival Style from which the Greek revival sprang. The Greek 
Revival style can usually be distinguished from its predecessor by the 
typical band of cornice trim and the rectangular lights, rather than a 
curving fanlight, over the entrance. As in the earlier style, many Greek 
Revival examples have a traditional, classical pediment above the entry 
porch. 

Full-facade Porch
In this configuration, the colonnaded porch occupies the full width 
and height of the facade. No pediment occurs above the porch, which 
is covered either by the main roof or, less commonly, by a flat or shed-
style extension. In a few examples, the full-facade porch also extends 
around one or both sides of the house.

Front-gabled Roof
All of the preceding subtypes have side-gabled or hipped roofs. In this 
subtype the gable end is turned 90° to form principle facade.
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architectural style: 
greek revival

architectural patterns 

Gable Front & Wing
 In this subtype, a front-gabled roof; as in the type just described, has a 
side wing (less commonly two wings) added. These are typically lower 
than the dominant front-gabled portion. This subtype rarely occurs 
outside of the northeastern states and is not supported by the ARC.

VARIANTS & DETAILS
The principal areas of elaboration in Greek Revival houses are cornice 
lines, doorways, porch-support columns, and windows.

Cornice Lines
The wide band of trim beneath the cornice of both the main roof and 
the porch roof are an almost universal feature of Greek Revival houses. 
Commonly, the band is made up of undecorated boards, but complex 
incised decorations also occur. 

Doorways
Elaborated door surrounds are a dominant feature of Greek Revival 
houses. The door itself is either single or paired and is most frequently 
divided into one, two, or four panels. The door is usually surrounded on 
sides and top by a narrow band of rectangular panes of glass held in a 
delicate, decorative frame.

Columns
Classical columns for the support of porch roofs are a prominent feature 
of most Greek revival houses. In some examples, they dominate the 
entire facade; others retain only smaller entry porch columns. Classical 
columns are distinguished principally by their capitals (tops) and bases. 
Both Greek and Roman columns share three principle types of capitals 
which define the familiar orders of classical architecture: Doric, Ionic, 
and Corinthian. Pilasters are also frequent Greek Revival features. 
They are most commonly used on the corners of frame houses but are 
occasionally found across the entire facade in lieu of free-standing 
columns.

Windows
Greek Revival window sashes most commonly have six-pane glazing. 
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HISTORY & CHARACTER
Coastal Craftsman Estate architecture can essentially be found in the 
Southern US and along the eastern shoreline, and positioned on larger 
estate lots that can provide side load garages and motor courts and 
enclosures. The architectural style and history can be associated with 
many past styles and is influenced by  Classic Tidewater Craftsman, 
Arts and Crafts, and Coastal Farmhouse through to the modernist era. 
spanning from ca:1700-ca:1940. This allows Coastal Craftsman Estate 
Homes to be an eclectic architectural style, over one or two-story levels 
with more modern contemporary craftsman to coastal beach architecture.

IDENTIFYING FEATURES
Garages
Two- or three-car side load, garage courts, detached, or attached are 
associated with larger estate home lots. Garage roofs are either end 
gabled, cross gabled, or hipped and can have fully-fledged living 
quarters with dormers or faux dormers over with upper attic space.

Roofs
Gabled or hipped roofs are typical roof forms. Shed or gabled dormers 
may be used for upper-floor levels, with either ganged double-hung or 
casement windows. Roofs may have a split slope when separate porch 
shed roofs are introduced and will vary with slopes from 4:12 to 12:12 
and be made of differing materials, such as slate, asphalt shingles, or 
even metal standing seam for shallower slopes. Bracketed roofs or 
trellises may be provided over garage doors. Eaves and Soffit boards are 
typically 9-18” but may be deeper on lower roof slopes. Roof overhangs 
typically have exposed and detailed rafter tails and/or brackets. Gables 
to roof and dormers may have decorative truss detailing.
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Porches
Porch locations are typically centrally located to partial frontage - 
sometimes to one side if entry door is off-center, but always of one 
story in height. Rear porches are an expansive covered feature.
�� Front: 8’ depth minimum, 10’ recommended
�� Side/Rear: 6’ depth minimum, 8’ recommended
�� Porch deck: 30” minimum from finished grade
�� Porch columns can be full height square or follow the classic 

Craftsman
�� Style, shortened and located on raised wooden or brick piers.

Crawl Space/Raised Slab
Crawl spaces to the main house only are an essential design element 
and are constructed with either brick, painted brick, or stucco columns. 
Recessed louvers or lattice shall be provided. Raised slabs shall follow 
the appearance of a crawl space and shall not be of continuous stucco 
or brick finish.

Windows & Doors
Vernacular-styled double-hung or casement windows with minimal 
glazing and muntin patterns to maximize a light and airy feel. Doors 
shall either be a single or double entry door with or without sidelights. 
Rear porch doors would be double with sidelights or sliding glass doors 
to an outdoor entertaining space.

Siding, Trim, & Brackets
Wall siding will vary from classic clapboard, lap, or beveled siding in 
either painted wood or smooth or grained cementitious siding. Trim 
and corner boards will match siding material used but a maximum of 
6” width and of flat stock material. Decorative knee braces/brackets to 
columns, gables, and eaves are associated with this design pattern.

Chimneys
Fireplaces and chimneys will be typically finished in exposed or 
painted brickwork or stucco and may be either exposed to exterior 
walls or internally located. Chimneys should have a dominant and tall 
appearance.
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